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President’s Message
Several members from the KW Club went to
the Greater Detroit Gem and Mineral Show in
October. What a great show! There were displays, demonstrations, keynote speakers and
over 40 dealers with a wide variety of material
to suit any person's interest and price range.
With the Canadian dollar worth a penny more
than the US dollar, many bargains were available. The biggest problem was deciding
which bargain to purchase.
At the show, I was surprised by the abundant number of displays from clubs,
museums, and individuals. They were arranged in several different categories
by educational value and themes. Aimée and I spent half of a day just looking
at the displays, and kept going back to appreciate our favourites. The displays
were of exceptional quality, and some of the ones I liked the best were by our
own John and Tim Elliott — of course the famous display of minerals from
the Dundas Quarry. However, John also showed superb examples of the many
types and shapes of calcite and fluorite. Another display that received considerable praise was the one on mineral hardness. Based on the Mohs scale, samples of the highest quality represented the entire range, from one to ten, and
many intermediates, ending with a diamond from Canada.
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One of the keynote speakers was Peter Russell speaking about the Highgate
Mastodon story. We have invited Peter and his colleague Paul Karrow to present this story to the club in 2008.
We had a great day and I would encourage everyone to consider doing this
show sometime in the future.
We are looking forward to our trip to the Guelph Dolime quarry this weekend.
The mineral of interest is honey-coloured sphalerite, though you can also find
pyrite, marcasite and sometimes fluorite. There will likely be a chance to
wander through the piles in the upper part of the quarry (if they still exist)
where excellent fossil specimens have been found by club members on past
trips. Show up at the entrance gate by 9am Saturday. Thanks to our leader,
Ray Lehoux, for arranging this trip.
The next show is November 2nd and 3rd at the University of Waterloo. If you
haven't seen the Earth Science museum, this is a good opportunity to see some
beautiful specimens while taking in the show. Don't forgot to unload any of
your unwanted rocks and minerals for the free kids’ table. Bring them to the
show Saturday morning or to the Waterloo Community Arts Centre prior to the
date. (Please make sure that your specimens have some value or interest. It is
not fair to just give kids junk.)
Don’t forget to think about donating specimens for our December auction!
At our next meeting, we will learn about lapidary art by Karen Fox and
Donna Hollander. Hope to see you collecting or at the meeting.

-- Gary

Partlow
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Upcoming Meetings
All meetings start at 7:00 PM for trading specimens at the Waterloo Community Arts Centre, 25
Regina St. South, Waterloo. Typical schedule:
7:00 - 7:30 PM:
7:30 - 7:45 PM:
7:45 - 8:00 PM:
8:00 - 8:15 PM:
8:15 - 9:00 PM:

trading and socializing
a “mini-talk” about some aspect of the hobby
announcements
monthly raffle
featured talk

November 7 2007: Karen Fox and Donna Hollander will give us a workshop on lapidary.
December 5 2007: The 3rd annual club live auction! Free pizza and pop, shared goodies,
and the holiday gift exchange.

Gary Partlow and Li’l Aimée Collect Herkimer Diamonds!

Thanks to
Peter Russell for this
blast from
the distant
past of the
KitchenerWaterloo
Gem and
Mineral
Club.
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Fall Event Calendar
On Saturday October 27 2007 our club will have a field trip to the Guelph quarry (formerly
called Do-Lime). Meet at the quarry gate at 9 AM sharp. The trip is led by Ray Lehoux, (519)
822-8523; confirm date and attendance with him. Directions: from downtown Kitchener, take
Victoria St. N. (Highway 7) and in Guelph, turn right on Imperial Road. Continue on Imperial
until it hits Wellington. Turn left on Wellington, then look for the 2nd right on an unnamed road
that has a sign for
Guelph DoLime
Guelph Humane Society
City of Guelph Waste Water Treatment Plant
Continue on this road .5 km to quarry entrance (stay left when passing Humane Society).
On November 3-4 2007, the University of Waterloo Earth Sciences Museum hosts the Annual
Gem and Mineral Show. This year's theme is "Canadian Gold". 10 AM to 5 PM both days.
Carvings, minerals, gemstones, rocks, fossils, lapidary, jewellery. Science for Kids. Sunday afternoon lectures. For more information, call (519) 888-4567 ext. 32469, or visit
http://www.openhouse.uwaterloo.ca.
On November 10-11 2007, the Gem and Mineral Club of Burlington hosts the 36th Gemini
Gem and Mineral Show at the Mainway Recreation Centre, 4015 Mainway, Burlington, Ontario (at the NE corner of Walkers and Mainway). Saturday, 10 AM - 6 PM; Sunday, 10 AM - 5
PM. Fluorescent mineral display, micro minerals, soapstone carving, sphere making, faceting,
silversmithing, kid's quarry, door prizes.
On November 16-18 2007, the Montreal Gem & Mineral Club hosts the 48th Annual Gem &
Mineral Show & Sale, Hippodrome de Montréal, Métro Namur. Friday, 4 PM - 10 PM; Saturday 10 AM - 7 PM; Sunday, 10 AM - 5 PM. Adults, $7; Students $5. For more information, call
(514) 878-9110.
On Saturday, November 17 2007, we will have a field trip to the Dufferin Aggregates Quarry in
Flamborough from 8:30 AM to 11:30 AM. The trip is led by Ray Lehoux, (519) 822-8523; confirm date and attendance with him. The quarry is at 685 Brock Road (just north of Highway 5),
Flamborough, Ontario. Directions: if you are coming from Kitchener you go down Highway 6
towards Hamilton, look for the water tower, then turn right on Freelton Road (#551). Continue
through Freelton and bear right. At this point the road becomes Brock Road (#504). You will
cross highway 97, concession 8W, Safari Road (#501), concession 6W, concession 5W (#521).
Keep going; the quarry will be on your right. If you hit Highway 5, you have gone too far.
On November 24-25 2007, the London Gem and Mineral Society sponsors the 1st Annual
London Gem and Mineral Show, at the Western Fair Entertainment Centre in London, Ontario. For more information, contact Ken Dardano at (519) 846-5836 or at
ken.dardano@sympatico.ca .
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Inexpensive Ideas for Displaying Your Minerals
Swedish furniture giant IKEA sells several
items that are suitable for showing off your
minerals. All prices are the current ones in
Canadian dollars, don’t include tax, and are
subject to change. All IKEA items require
you to assemble them. Assembly is easy
but can be time-consuming.

At left, Detolf ($69) is a freestanding
glass cabinet (43 cm x 163 cm) with three
glass shelves. It’s possible to weld additional supports onto the internal frame to
add more shelves. It doesn’t come with
lighting, although there is a hole in the top
to allow one to mount a light. This cabinet
has a glass door and allows 360-degree
visibility.
At right, Biby ($99) is another freestanding
360-degree glass cabinet (40 cm x 175 cm)
with 5 shelves, one outside the glass.
Again, no lighting is provided, although it
can be added. This cabinet is lockable, unlike Detolf.
If vertical isn’t
your thing, try
Grimle ($125), a horizontal sliding
glass-door wall cabinet (120 cm x 26
cm), illustrated at left.
Other storage ideas from IKEA include
Liatorp ($149), a glass-door wall cabinet
with adjustable shelves (46 cm x 128
cm), not shown, and Bertby ($159), a taller glass-door wall cabinet (42 cm x 170 cm), not
shown.
A trip to IKEA can be just the thing to display your minerals without killing your wallet.
There’s one in Burlington, about 50 minutes away by car. Don’t forget to try the Swedish
meatballs!
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Happy Haüyne!
by André Mongeon

Haüyne (pronounced hoeEEN) is a rare feldspathoid
mineral. Additional members
of this class include sodalite,
lazurite, tugtupite, afghanite
and others. It can be found
along with lazurite as a component of lapis lazuli.
At left: a cut blue Haüyne and
a grain from the Eifel mountain region of Germany. The
faceted stone is 2.4mm and
weighs .04 ct.
At right: some of Haüyne’s
relatives. Afghanite (Afghanistan) at the top, two pink
tugtupites from Greenland and
a faceted near colourless sodalite from Afghanistan. The
tugtupites are tenebrescent,
having turned darker pink after exposure to UV light.
Haüyne has a complex chemical formula: (Na,Ca)48Al6Si6(O,S)24(SO4,Cl)1-2. Its
colour can be white, grey, yellow, red or (most commonly)
blue. Although the type local6

ity is Lake Nemi (Alban
Hills, Rome Province, Latium, Italy), its location is
more often attributed to
the rich blue variety from
the Eifel mountains in the
Rhineland-Palatinate region of Germany.
Intense, neon-blue
Haüyne from Germany is
faceted for collectors. Cut
stones are small because
suitable rough is seldom
found larger than a few
millimetres across. Faceting is also difficult due to Haüyne’s three-directional
perfect cleavage. When found, faceted stones are fairly expensive. Though
the colour is amazing, its fragility and size limitations virtually ensure that it
will never be seen in mainstream jewellery.
Some Haüyne (usually the paler tints) can fluoresce pink under UV light.
Other minerals in this class such as tugtupite and some sodalites, also fluoresce.
Above: Long wave UV fluorescence: (A) Afghanite (B) Tugtupite (C) Sodalite (D) Haüyne.
Collectors of minerals, gemstones and fluorescents will all find interest in this
mineral. Even non-collectors will be struck by the colour of this most amazing
little blue wonder. This treat is no trick. Happy Haüyne!
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Giant Spinel Found in Tanzania

Kitchener-Waterloo Gem and
Mineral Club

According to an article at the website of the gem
dealer multicolour.com, a giant red spinel has
been found in a farmer’s field in Mahenge, Tanzania.

Mailing Address:
Kitchener-Waterloo Gem and Mineral Club
c/o Peter Russell
46-121 University Avenue E.
Waterloo, ON N2J 4J1
Canada

The crystal, which weighs over 52 kg, was dug
out by miners who then had to lay low for days
to evade other miners who wanted to steal this
valuable treasure from them.
About 3% of the giant crystal is suitable for
gemstones, which means thousands of carats.
The stone is being faceted in Thailand and has
already yielded stones of over 30 carats. Eventually it is expected that millions of dollars of
gems will result from this find.

Officers:
Co-Presidents:
Gary Winkler (519) 836-0699
Gary Partlow (519) 863-6515
Treasurer: Reiner Mielke (519) 7299261

Thanks to David Weinberg at multicolour.com
for permission to reprint photos from his website.
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Above: the crystal.
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At left: a cut stone.
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